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Lady Chargers Are Winners
by Virginia Letson
Congratulations are in order
for the great season put in by
the UAH Lady Chargers
basketball team.
Although they did not win
the national championship,
they deserve applause for
winning the runnerup trophy
in the third annual NAIA
Women's National Basketball
Tournament. They put their
best effort into winning but
lost to the Lady Bulldogs 8068, which gave them second

place-still quite an honor.
This is the first time the Lady
Chargers have played in the
national tournament and they
performed superbly.
They won their opening
round game with Campbellsville, Ky., 76-66 by turning
around a 40-32 half-time
deficit The Lady Chargers
came to the Campbellsville
tournament with an eightgame winning streak.
UAH defeated No. 6,
nationally ranked Central

Arkansas 85-80 in overtime in
the first round of the Area 5
tournament at home.
The next evening, UAH won
67-63 over No. 2 Berry College.
The Lady Chargers then
advanced to the finals of the
third annual NAIA Women's
Basketball Tournament with
a victory over the University
of Portland. This was thententh win in a row.
UAH coach Donna Caldwell
is a former UAH player. She
still holds the school singlegame and season rebounding
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records.
Last year's coach, Dennis
Killips, coached the team to »
22-8 record. Killips is now
UAH athletic director.
Starting line-up at the
Campbellsville game includ
ed: seniors Lib Crutcher and
Sarina Toney; sophomores,
Susan Rollins and Dawn
Miles and either freshman
Annette Fletcher or Bonita
Scott; sophomores, Ernestine
Carter, Leslie Turner and Pam
Smith; also freshman
Julie
Grace.
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SGA Spring Elections
by E.A. Urbanz

exponent staff writer
The political office you've
dreamed about is waiting for
you!
Declare your candidacy
between April 1 and April 8 at
noon. Student Union, Room
201, for SGA Spring Elections.
Perhaps executive power is
your desire.
The SGA
President is in charge of
developing the overall SGA
budget of approximately
$150,000 which is collected
from all activity fees; oversees
the Student Program Council,
serves on the Student Affairs
Advisory Board, Publications
Board, Elections Board, and
has signature authorization
over all SGA accounts. As
THE Student Representative,
you influence the funding of
programs you think UAH
students want.
If your aspirations are not
quite so lofty, there is the
position of SGA Vice
President. As liason between
all students and the SGA
Legislature, you coordinate
bringing campus organization
budget requests before the
Legislature. You also preside
over SGA meetings and serve
on the STudent Affairs
Advisory Board and Execut
ive Committee.
You say that there is a bit of
the scrivener in you? As SGA

Legislative Secretary, you
would be responsible for
recording SGA minutes and
handling SGA correspon
dence. Also, you would serve
on the Executive Cabinet.
Grassroots folks might

enjoy serving as oun
Legislators.
The biggest
responsibilities are allocating
funds and setting policy for
campus organizations.
Weldon Wilson, current
SGA President and former
Legislator, says, "I don't think
you have to have experience.
Sometimes people say that

they are afraid to run, but if
you know what people like,
what the average student
likes, that is what is most
important.
I think being
Legislator is most fun because
you get to vote on everything."

So run for Legislator and
have a direct say in campus
affaire.
Maybe vou are one who likes
to give advice. The Student
Affairs Advisory Board needs
The Board's
positions filled.
purpose "is to advise and
make recommendations to the
Vice President for Student

Affairs on all relevant aspects
of student life," according to
the SGA Constitution. This
is an opportunity to work with
faculty, as well as students,
and to represent the student
body in the administarive
workings of the university.
Or if you are looking to
exercise your journalism or
public relations talents, then
perhaps the Publications
Board or exponent Editor is
where you can serve. the
board sets the policy and
regulates what is published on
campus.
Do you have accoountant
tendencies of the Midas
Touch? If so, the SGA could
flourish under your reign as
Finance Officer as you oversee
all SGA accounts.
Finally, for those of you with
good judgement, there are
positions on two student
judicial boards, the Hearing
Board and the Appeals Board.
Members of these boards make
decisions on disciplinary
issues, charges and appeals
brought before them. Their
purpose is "to ensure that the
rights of students are
protected and the standards of
conduct for students are
upheld," the Constitution
says.
SGA President, Vice
President, Secretary, Legi
slator, Student Affairs
Advisory Board, Hearing

Board, Appeals Board,
Editor, Publica
tions Board are the positions
open for Spring Elections. By
serving, not only can you help
the university function and
perhaps achieve a modicum of
fame (sorry, no fortune), but
you will have a chance to
observe government first
hand and gain practice in a
field that is of interest to you.
Sign up for experienceremember April 1 to April 8,12
noon, Student Union, Room
201.
For information, call
WelcTon Wilson, 895-6428.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To the Editor:
Your article "Commence
ment Neara; Cape, Gowns
Here" in the March 16
exponent may cause some
concern among students, since
it notes a reservation deadline
of March 15 for cape and
gowns. The article is the text
of a memorandum to UAH
faculty and staff and is not
relevant to students.
Student gownsare available
in the Book Nook four weeks
before the May 28 graduation

ceremony, do not need to be
ordered or reserved, and do not
have to be returned to the
University after commence
ment. Bachelor cap and gown
prices ($14.95) are the same for
gowns purchased as the prices
paid by faculty for rental
items.
I will be glad to provide any
additional information you
need reguarding commence
ment items.
Michael Boyd
Bookstore General Manager

Editor'8 Note: Although the
word libel is used in the
following letter, no legal
action has been taken to our
knowledge.
To The Editor:
This is in reply to Mr. George
Cunningham's Letter to the
Editor in the March 16, 1983
issue of the exponent.
Normally, I would let this one
slide because when one
assumes a position of
authority such as mine,
criticism becomes part of the
job. However, Mr. Cunning
ham not• »"y
only stretched "*»
the

truth concerning my program
ming efforts, he also libeled
me.
He should consider
himself lucky that I have no
interest in pursuing thin from
a legal standpoint, because I
can assure him that I have a
case.
How, you may ask, did he
libel me? Quite simply, his
statement about film
selecCctlMttd 0* irr
page 9J
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To all UAH Students:
The SGA in conjunction
with the American Red Cross
is sponsoring a blood drive to
be held on April 11 in the
Student Union Building from
10 a.m. until 4 p.m.
There will be a contest for all
clubs and organizations. Hie
winner will be
De w
whoever gives
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the most pints of blood. The
club or organization that wins
will receive an engraved
plaque.
I would like this blood drive
to be the most successful that
UAH has ever held because
the Red Cross needs our help.
Last fall, the blood drive was

not very successful and local
high schools have had greater
participation than UAH.
Please come out and support
the American Red Cross by
giving blood. Encourage your
friends to give blood, also.
Mark Chandler
Director of Student Services
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Letter To The Editor...Letter To The Editor...Letter

tion, in which he supposedly cultured at the movies, why
foreign movie was "The Tin $1,000. In addition, I had over
As you are probably aware,
quotes me as saying, "I will don't you go see movies at the Drum," which managed to get 2,000 people at these movies.
Film Series is open to anyone.
not allow you to select foreign Alabama Film Makers Co-op?
58 points out of a possible 200! Was this a bad idea? You But it's more than just picking
films, violent films, sensual And while I am at it, I might
Now I ask you, Mr. figure it out.
films. It also involves running
films, or artsy-fartsy films.
also point out that, while you Cunningham, do the majority
And another thing, Mr. the projector, the concession
Nobody wants to see them mentioned that there are of students want this type Cunningham, your statement stand, putting up posters,
anyway." In the first place, he about 20 films
showing in movie? My records are open guaranteeing that Film Series working with other programs,
is right in that I am not Huntsville every day (actually for public inspection, so I am will show "E.T." this fall for endless
paperwork and other
particularly fond of foreign there are 23), you neglected to not hiding anything.
$1,500 contains not even the things of which you are
films or art-type movies. But mention the Co-op, which
Now, Mr. Cunningham, if slightest hint of fact. In the probably not aware. In fact, I
he is telling a bald-faced lie features your kind of movies you would take the time to ask first place, it will not be could use more help right now
when he says that I don't every week.
why I want more money for available for at least a year. In on Film Series. But don't
want violence or sex. The fact
As far as movie selection is Film Series instead of the second place; it is not listed waste your time or mine if all
that Film Series showed "The concerned, on the last ballot shooting off your mouth, I in any catalogue. And, in the
you want to do is pick movies.
Warriors" and "The Extermin for the movies we are showing would tell you. If I had a larger third place, I know who is
I only reserve that right for my
ator" in a double feature thin at present, there were over 200 budget, I could show more of going to be the distributor and
working committee members.
past weekend should give movies listed, which included the films you want to see in have already been quoted a
Finally, Mr. Cunningham
some indication that violence
violence, sex, foriegn material, addition to the more well- price of $750 or less! So don't since you think I am David O.
and sex are certainly not on
and sensual material. And I known movies I show. try to impress people with your Selznik (he produced "Gone
my "hit list."! But there are had 20 people rate each of However, if you, in your knowledge of catalogues and
With The Wind") or that I
further examples.
"Excalithese movies on a scale of 1 to infinite wisdom, think the release dates when you don't want to manage the Cimena-8,
bur" was certainly no fairy
10. Mr. Cunningham seems to money should go to Sympo know what you are talking
I am certainly glad I possess
tale, nor was "Ft. Apache the give the impression that I sium and Lecture, that is fine
about.
somewhat of a sense of humor.
Bronx." And also what about
alone pick what is shown. with me.
And one mora thing Mr. Actually, I am waiting on a
"Altered States"? All of these
In reply to your statement Cunningham, if you don't like call from Steven Speilberg or
That couldn't be further from
movies contained violence
Each of these that I paid $1,000 each for the selection of movies Film George Lucas to see what they
the truth!
and/or sex, so Mr. Cunning
movies was picked according "Star Wars" and "Raiders of Series is showing, why don't have to offer. After all, I
ham obviously doesn't know
to how well it did on the the Lost Ark," what you you climb down from your always wanted to see my name
what he is talking about!
ballots. And for the record neglected to mention was that ivory tower and get back on in lights.
As far as foreign movies and
"Chariots of Fire" was the had I taken them separately, Film Series? Or would you
Thank you,
art movies are concerned, I
only foreign movie that made they cost $1,500 each, which prefer to just stand around and
Glenn
Wills
can be perfectly honest in
it! The next highest-rated means I saved the students complain?
saying that they are
proverbial losers at the box
office. Most people attending
UAH now are not familiar
with Film Series from a few
years ago, so let me explain
how things were not so long
queries.
«-y Nancy A. Parker
staff, you don't have to be a here to tear down. We are here
ago. A typical quarter at UAH
What gives out there, reporter or a photographer or a
exponent staff writer
however, to be the information
consisted of anywhere from
people? Don't you care about copy boy to become involved.
vehicle for the University.
four to ten movies, one or two
what goes on at your Alma
Be a concerned citizen of the
The exponent is located on
of which wereat least remotely
Involvement.
Mater?
UAH community and show
the second floor of the Student
familiar to the general public.
That seems to be the key
The exponent average 10 to some spunk and get involved.
Union Building.
Our
Just to cite an example, spring word on campus nowadays. I 12 pages each week of
How? Simply this.
telephone
number
is
895-6090.
quarter of 1980 featured such hear it everywhere I go. publication. A lot of workgoes
We need information for the Call or come by.
great film classics as Everyone needs to get into the paper from students
exponent. We need new and
A scrap of notebook paper
"Watership Down," "Andy involved, but as we have who have other full-time or
refreshing ideas. Our limited
with an idea or bit of factual
Warhol's Frankenshein," always said about the part-time jobs. They are UAH
staff can not be everywhere,
information would be most
"Nosferatu," "Luna," and weather--"No one does students taking from
one but you are.
helpful.
Something useful
"Jungle Book," and had anything about it"
course to a full load. The paper
We want to know about
written on a brown paper sack
somewhere in theneighorhood
is run by peple with meetings, initiations, awards,
would b delightful to see. After
of400-600people attending the
This editorial started out to
responsibilities other than successes. We want to know
all, Ernest Hemingway wrote
entire quarter. In fact, for the be a poll, notan editorial atall.
work and school, such as about outstanding students
his editors that way.
movie, "Luna,"I wasone of the It was going to be a nice long
families and community work. and dedicated UAH faculty
The exponent represents a
six people, not counting the article with quotes from
We give the exponent a lot and staff members. We want
university that is fast
projectionist, watching this hundreds of students around
of our time. We need to know to know anything that will be
becoming a highly recognized
particular movie.
campus with their ideas about
that that time is not wasted of interest to any member of
school in the academic world.
Now, I ask you, is thin a what the exponent should
and that our words don't fall
the UAH community
UAH is growing. The campus
waste of students' money or print We, the staff of the on blind eyes or deaf ears.
We don't believe that
newspaper needs to grow with
not? But wait, because there is exponent, even ran a nice
In my years at UAH (I am a garbage such as gossip or
it.
more! There are numerous little article on page 2 on part time student), I have
defamation of character is
I realize that UAH is quite
letters on file at the exponent Wednesday, Jan. 26, 1983, heard ugly comments against
good news or worthwhile
different
from a high school,
offices from people complain asking for comments to besent the exponent.
Questions information. But a letter to the
and with 7,000 people milling
ing about the poor quality of to the exponent by Feb. 9.
have been asked: 'Why don't editor might invoke a 'lookaround from class to class at
movies shown at Film Series.
Do you know that out of they print this?" "Why don't
see," on which we could build a
all hours six days a week, it is
In fact, it was costing students approximately 6,000 students, they print that?" I have seen
story, if other sources can be
virtually impossible to know
$5-$10 each in cost-per- including graduate and students reading
the ex found to back up an
everyone
and everything that
student-rations just to provide undergraduates enrolled at ponent, later casting it onto
investigation or a contro
is going on. That is why we
this "provacative, cultural"- UAH, and nearly 800 faculty the ground with an air of
versial item. Again, it would
need an outstanding news
type programming.
and staff members, both full disgust.
be up to you to be willing to
paper. That is why we need
Is this fair to the students? time and part time, not one
We gave you the opportunity become involved as a source.
involvement.
Should all the students be word came to our exponent
to speak, to get involved. Why
Who knows what sororities
Come on, students, faculty,
expected to pay for the cultural door ciriticizing or offering didn't you?
and what fraternities are here staff, whoever you are out
tastes of a very few? Mr. valuable advice?
Not only does the lack of at UAH? Who knows about
there.
You are university
Cunningham, UAH is indeed
As far as the poll is concern at UAH bother me,
the preschool? Who knows students. You can read and
an instituteof higher learning, concerned, students who were but I know well that the
anything about where the write. We can't move until yon
but I am a firm believer that asked questions either gave exponent could be an
student fees and tuitions go? do.
students, such as myself, need me a blank stare, an evasive outstanding newspaper if
Who knows what UAH is here
There is a world around your
entertainment also. If you are answer, or turned an more people were involved.
for?
space. Open your eyes
so concerned about being unconcerned shoulder to my You don't have to be on the
We, the exptment, are not ears and GET INVOLVED!

Involvement - Includes Eveiyone

L
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Richard S. Moore - UAH English Professor
by Charles F. Blakely

exponent staff writer

aesthetics, painting, theory of
Nature, the relation of science
to literature and other matters.
Concerning Melville, Dr.

Take interests in American
literature, mountain-climbing,
film,
American and inter
disciplinary studies, combine
them with a genuine concern
for education, and you will
have a microcosmic view of
Richard S. Moore, Associate
Professor of English at UAH.
He earned his B.A. from
Brown University and his
M.A. and Ph.D. at Duke
University before coming to
UAH in 1975.
Dr. Moore is a specialist in
American literature of the
19th century primarily, and
secondarily in film, film
theory, American studies and
epistemology (the theory of
perception and the acquire
ment of knowledge).
He teaches the American
studies courses in conjunction
with Dr. Shields of the History
Department. The American Moore relates, "Melville is a
studies minor is a hybrid
major area of scholarship and
pursuit. It is a collection of will continue to be so. Only
elective options which bring Faulkner rivals
him in the
the various disciplines of quantity of dissertations
history, political theory,
produced. My interests are
sociology and The Arts to now changing to develop
focus upon one subject: studies in 19th-century
American culture.
intellectual history, including
Dr. Moore has also
Melville, but not focusing
presented a sequence of film
upon him."
classes on American film am)
Dr. Moore is also interested
international film and theory.
in William James, Soren
This spring, his focus will be
Kierkegaard, and Henry
Masterpieces of International
Adams, who "wrote at the
Film. Among the films studied
juncture between the 19th
will be "Ugetsu," "The
century and Modernist
Passenger," "Autumn
culture.
That juncture
Sonata," "La Strada," "The
interests me now," Dr. Moore
Bicycle Thief," "Hiroshima,
says.
Mon Amour" and "Alexander
Melville, Dr. Moore elaborates:
Nevsky."
"Melville maps out the
He has recently published a
collapse of Romanaticism-a
book entitled "That Cunning
complex "of romanticisms.
Alphabet: Melville's Aesthe
These include Romantic
tics of Nature," an essay on
political theory, psychology
intellectual history centering
and aesthetics. I think that is
on Herman Melville. This
why he compels and attracts
work covers epistemology.
so much interest. There is a

certain crudeness and power
to his genius that makes him
peculiarly American."
Another interest of Dr.

Moore's is semeotics-how
meaning is conveyed in signs,
whether printed signs (written
words) on a screen, in a
cinema, or by oil on canvas in
painting.
Dr. Moore has been
seriously interested in
mountaineering for about 10
years.
"I began by climbing in a
quarry with a clothesline at 10
years of age," he says.
"Climbing has nothing to do
with language-probably the
best sport for a scholar. I
would like to write a book on
its history.
"Mountaineering attracts
engineers in particular. It
requires much discipline.
There is a peculiar silence and
freedom
when your only
adversaries are gravity and
the weather.
"I have been climbing in the
Swiss Alps, Austria, Italy and
California. I would like to
climb in Alaska"

Concerning UAH, Dr.
Moore says tht it was
fortunate that UAH, being a
young school, had not the time
to dismantle its general
education requirements
during a time when the focus
on specialization encouraged
many universities to relax
their requirements. He is in
favor of maintaining and
strengthening these require
ments, because it is important
for a student to be able to write
proficiently, as well as to solve
mathematical problems.
Students should be wellrounded, not knowledgeable
only in their major field and
ignorant in the rest. This
focus on specialization creates
interdisciplinary jargons
which separate disciplines
from each other.
Concerning UAH students,
he adds, "We are contending
at UAH with problemsof time,
compensation, scholarly
resources, etc., but we haven't

INVITATIONS

a problem with the student
body. There are students here
who can match those at the
very best institutions in the

nation. I taught as a graduate
assistant at Duke and I prefer
the UAH students to those at
Duke."
Dr. Moore concludes, "I
believe in public education all
the way through the graduate
level.
I believe in the
cultivation of talent and
intelligence against barriers
of class and privilege. UAH
faculty expend more energy in
their teaching than any other
institution that I have been
exposed to.
I think the
teaching profession is the
most draining and the most
exasperating, but finally
the
best profession there is."
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Hotline 852-6011
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New

Engineering
Building

by Scott Turner
exponent staff writer
UAH engineering students
should have their own
building very soon, according
to Dr. Joseph Dowdle, Vice
President for Administration.
The $4.5 million project
could be completed as early as
December of 1984. This means
the building would be ready
for the winter quarter of the8485 academic year.
A major problem facing
UAH now is teachers. Will
there be enough teachers for
the new bulding?
In the past, college faculties
have been partially dependant
on subsidized programs which
allowed graduate students,
while pursuing their advanced
degrees, to teach classes, or
serve as teaching assistants to
help with their expenses.
Now, however, job opportu
nities for people with
bachelor's degrees in
engineering are so attractive
that there is no incentive to
stay in school. Those who do
stay often do so as part-time
students while they work at
other jobs.
Dr. Dowdle does not think
this will be a problem by the
time the buildingis completed.
He says, "they're recruiting
and employing teachers right
now," and there should be
plenty of teachers by
December of 1984.
Under the current plan, the
university will lease the space
for the building to a public
educational authority, which
will then issue bonds for
constuction and lease the

building to a contractor. The
contractor will then sublease
the building back to the
university. The advantage to
UAH is the lower payments
that will result.
The $4.5 million cost of the
new engineering building
includes:
$3.8 million for
construction costs and $.7
million for furnishing and
architectual fees.
The
building will contain 60,00u
gross square feet and about
40,000 square feet of
classroom, laboratory and
office space.
There will also be an
additional parking lot with a
capacity of about 400 cars.
The building will be built in
the area just north of the
Research Building. Construc
tion is slated to start in
October of this year.
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UAH Co-op Program
by Virginia Letson
"If s economics, the law of
supply and demand, that
determines the needs of an
employer," stated George
Turnmeyer, Director of the
UAH Coop Program, speak
ing about projects for UAH
students who desire to co-op.
He went on to explain that
the primary needs of
companies in Huntsville are
for engineering students.
Turnmeyer said that the
demand is for engineers in the
Co-op Program at this time.
The Co-op Program at UAH
is valuable to both employer
and employee, Turnmeyer
said. It is a source, for the
businessman and industry, of
highly qualified and profes

sional employees. It is an
opportunity for science and
engineering co-op students to
work with qualified people in
technology, since UAH is in
an area which is one of the
country's leading technology
centers.
Co-op opportunities are also
made available outside the
Huntsville area, in cities
throughout the Tennessee
Valley.
Classroom learning is
combined with on-the-job
training.
Also, most coop
students enjoy continuing
employment with the com
pany after graduation and are
better prepared for the
responsibilities of full-time
employment.
President Wright stated, in a
report to the Board of Trustees

in 1982, "In a report addressed
to Genera]George Turnmeyer,
Director of the Cooperative
Education Program, and%
former Commanding General
of Redstone Arsenal, the
evaluator said: This is the
best managed small coopera
tive program the evaluator
has ever had the experience to
review.'"
Turnmeyer visits local
companies periodically and
presents the qualifications of
his students to business and
company heads. He literally
sells the employer on the idea
of hiring his applicants.
In September, Turnmeyer
added the latest program, one
for nursing students.
Eighteen nursing students are
now at Crestwood and Medical
Center hospitals.

Industrial
Engineering
Conference
Dr. Jack R. Walker, faculty
advisor for IIE Student
Chapter No. 901, along with
President Jackie Ceci and
other HE members Mark
Hoffman , Shirley Veal, and
Karen Sullivan journeyed to
Mississippi State University
to attend the 1983 IIE Region
VII Student Paper Competi
tion Conference on March 4,
1983, where Shirley Veal and
Karen Sullivan presented a
paper entitled, "Analysis of
SMC Bag Dump Operation."
They received first
prize for
their paper, which was a
monetary award and a
certificate.
Their winning paper will
represent the Region VII area
in national competion at the
1983 Annual Industrial
Engineering Conference to be
held at Louisville, Ky. on May
oc i Qoa
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P.T. Barnum

by E.A.Urbanz
exponent staff writer

"There Is a Sucker Bom
Ev'ry Minute," sings
P.T. Barnum, father of
flimflam and phantasm, as he
charges people a dollar tosee a
160-year-old woman, a 26-inch
man, and the Cyclops' cornea.
And from
this opening
number to the final chords of
"Join the Circus," the
audience is delightfully
"humbugged" by the zeety,
synchronized bustle of the
musical, "Barnum."
The coordination of the
production is reminiscent of a
three-ring circus, but (he
activity is harmonious. Music,
dance, lights, set, costumes,
color and theme always
enhance each other.
The songs are likeable,
hummable, even the first time

heard-a "let's go buy the
album" kind of score, with lots
of variety.
Snappy, toetapping marches, love song
duets, madrigal harmonies,
bluee, coloratura and rounds
cheer the eardrum.
Choreography is imagina
tive, with everything from
soft-shoe to trapeze, gymna
stics, juggling and mime.
The use of circus numbers to
mark scene changes and
underscore theme is very
effective. There are juggling
acts or tightrope walks when
things are shaky and tenuous
for Barnum, grand marches
when his schemes are
successful.
Especially
memorable is a human clock
done in mime: it seems that
when Barnum takes time to
settle down and manage a
clock factory, that is the

moment his works get cogged
and clogged.
Barnum, Utopian dreamer,
is compelled to tick out visions.

Those visions are well
illuminated by lighting so
pivitol that it not only creates
mood but becomes part of the
scenery.
Color and costumes are also
used to emphasize the balance
Barnum tries to keep between
his airy dreams and concrete
reality-a circus tightrope
existence.
The set, too, is like his
dreams, hollow and empty, a
deserted circus tent with limp
ropes and silent trapeze that
becomes charged with a
explosion of glitter, lights,
stunts and sights to enterain,
amaze and spoof that sucker
born every minute-you an
me.

Charger Basketball
by Virginia Letson
At the end of another season
of basketball, congratulations
are in order to the UAH
Chargers for a successful winAt the end of this season,
UAH had a field goal
percentage of 37.6 and hit 14 of
16 free throws.
"It was nervousness,"Ricky
Oatee, UAH senior center said

about the tournament loss.
"There was a lot of pressure on
us playing the No. 1 team."
Coach Willis said, "They're
a good ballclub, but I don't
think they're as good as we
made them look in the first
half. I don't think they have
as good a ballclub as we had
here two years ago. And that's
not sour grapes. We had a
seasoned team with six
seniors."

loss record of 25-11. This year
marks the third time the
Chargers have made it to the
NALA Tournament. Thisis an
accomplishment to be proud
of. Their 25 wins demonstrate
the effort that the team has put
out this year.
The Chargers were defeated
in the tournament by
Chaminade University of
Honolulu. The final score was
90-72.

Photo I.D. Validations
All students must have a
valid Photo I.D. for theSpring
Term in order to use the
Library, to participate in
student elections, athletic
events and all functions for
which a student may be
entitled to special privileges.
Students should retain their
current paper Activity Card.
The Activity Card is used in
conjunction with your Photo
I.D.s to secure tickets for
special events sponsored by
the S.GA and the university
(i.e. plays, concerts, elections,
etc.) The Activity Card is
punched when you receive
these tickets, and, therefore, it
is very important to keep it
with your Photo I.D. for later
use.
New Photo I.D.s can be
made and old Photo I.D.s
validated, on March 30 (today
which the last day) from 9 a.m.
until 8 p.m. in Room 108,
University Union Building.
Please bring driver's license
and current activity card to
verify identity.

Additional information may
be obtained by calling 896-

picture I.D.S.
6445.
This free
card holder is
During the validation of
your Student I.D. cards there brought to you by Director of
will be a table set up so that S t u d e n t S e r v i c e s M a r k
you may redeve an I.D. Card Chandler. It was brought to
holder free of charge. This M a r k ' s a t t e n t i o n t h a t
card holder is made of clear students' I.D. cards were
sturdy plastic and is sized to easily displaced or destroyed.
hold both your paper and The card holder should help
eliminate this problem.

BE THE NURSE YOU WANT TO BE

The Navy isseeking Registered Nurses to become
officers in the Navy Nurse Corp. Join a very special
team of men and women who enjoy a career with
fine opportunities for personal growth and post
graduate training.
Starting salary of over $17,000 which increases to
over $25,000 after 3 years. Full range of duty
assignments throughout the continental U.S.
Specialities such as operating room
management, anesthesiology, teaching, family
practice, pediatrics, and gynecology.
Benefits include 30 days paid vacation, medical
and dental care, non-taxed food and clothing
allowances, planned promotions, 20 year retirement
and morel
Applicants musy be at least 20 and under 34.
For more information call the Navy at: In TN call 1800-342-8629, out-of-state 1-800-251-2516. Or write
to : The Navy LEADS Dept.. 1808 West End Ave.,
Nashville TN 37203

Fund Raising Campaign
available. Contributions are
The Annual Fund-Raising
not used for general operating
Drive of the University of
expenses. Rather, they are
Alabama in Huntsville is
used to enhance and enrich the
aiming to raise $200,000,
educational, research and
primarily to be used for
public service missions of the
scholarships, according to
university.
Loretta Spencer, chairman of
Most of the funds will be
this year's campaign.
used for scholarships, but gifts
Mrs. Spencer is being aided
can also be earmarked for
in her efforts, which will
student loans, laboratory
continue through the first
week in April, by Bill Brooks, equipment and departmental
chairman of business and support
To discuss any aspect of
industry solicitation; Carol
Ann Samples, chairman of the c o n t r i b u t i n g t o U A H ,
"Friends of UAH Campaign" " interested persons can contact
and approximately 50 other the Office of University
volunteers from the communi Development at 895-6500.
ty.
The UAH Annual Fund RESEARCH PAPERS
Improve your grades! Rush $1.00 for the
s e e k s c o n t r i b u t i o n s f r o m current,
306 page, research catalog. 11,278
private sources to support papers on file, all academic subjects.
priority programs and projects Research Assistance 11322 Idaho Ave.,
#206W, Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213)
for which other funda are not. 477-8226

SGA
Spring
Elections
Sign up between April i and April 8 at
12:00 Noon.
Positions Availoble:

SGA President
SGA Vice President
SGA Legislative Secretary
SGA Finance Officer
Exponent Editor
SGA Legislator (Elghr positions
available)
Student Affairs Advisory Board
(One position for eoch school)
Hearings Board (One position for
eoch school)
Appeals Board (One position for
eoch school)
Publications Board (Three
positions available)
To sign up for these positions slop by the
Department of Student Life, Boom 201 In
the Union Building. To find our moreatxx*
these positions ask Wetdon Wilson in
Room 212 of the Union or ooll 895-6428.

!
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Lancers Nominations

Following tradition, each
year outstanding students are
chosen for their leadership

public relations representa
tives for our University. 'Hie
Lancers greet and introduce
the University to many
visitors and play an
important role in helping
major events on and off
campus run more smoothly.
Students are selected each
year to serve a one-year term.
Nominations for the 1983-84
Lancers are now being
accepted. Organizations are
being encouraged to nominate

one member for this presti
gious position.
Or, any
student interested in being
considered for membershiD

can submit an application.
Applications are available
in the Office of Student Life in
the University Union, the
President's Office in Madison
Hall, and the Information
Booth in Morton Hall. They
should be completed and
returned to the Office of
Student Life or the Informa
tion Booth by 5 p.m.
on Thursday, March 31.
Initial interviews for
selecting the 1983-84 Lancers
will be held April 7. Final
selection will be held April 14
at a reception at Echols Hill.
If you should have further
questions, please call Carol
Martin at 895-6127.

GREAT

HISTORY

HF^gNTSlNSi

RECORDER?
YOUR UAH Student ID is
worth a flat 10% off all
video cassette rentals. No
club fees, over 500 titles in
VHS and BETA format in
all ratings!
MOVIES TO GO
2105 Mastin Lake
859-1014

Free rentalsover Sundays

Opon Mon-Sat iO-7

Fort Coorsdale, Fla.
Uriah D. Coors invents
the first Coors Beer beer can
just in time for spring break.

The fresh, clean taste of Coors Premium and Coors Light is rewriting history.
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CAMERA CLUB
month at 8:15 p.m., in Morton
Hall, Room 129.
One meeting each month is a
program on photography
presented by professionals in
art or photography, illustrat
ing their approach to the
medium. The programs are
varied from basic to complex

little something in the Student
Union this term?
The UAH Photography Club
has installed a display cabinet
of photos taken by club
members for our enjoyment
and their exposure in the
Union this

the fall of 1982 by Gene
Garrett, the Photography Club
is eager to recruit members.
"The Photography Club is
for anyone interested in
photography, or anyone who
enjoys looking at photographs.

ville Photographic Society
members, or professionals.
These photos are then
displayed in t h e Student
Union.
Another important activity
is the "shoot-out." The group
makes an outing to a location,
such as Old Stone Fort State

and then spend the rest of your
life learning how to take
pictures."
The club would also like to
offer its photographic services
t o all UAH g r o u p s and
organizations for only the cost

picture shot," says Garrett.
"This is a way to enter the
medium," says Woody Hein,
club president. So experience
is not a prerequisite, only
interest, he adds.
Meetings are held on the
and third Tuesdays each

levels of difficulty, so all
members can learn new
techniques.
The other monthly meeting
is devoted to a photographic
competition among members.
There are slide and print
categories judged by UAH Art
Department members, Hunts-

Park in Tennessee, and spends
the day shooting pictures. In
this way, members share
photographic techniques and
tips.
As Garrett says, "You can
learn everything about your
camera in a couple of hours

pictures taken, this is an
economical way to get it done.
And if you like the photos in
the display cabinet, you may be
interested in the photo
exhibition at the UAH Art
Gallery, April 4 through April

and a continuous slide show.
Anyone interested in UAH
Photography Club member
ship or services should contact
Woody Heiri, at 895-6222 or
830-4641, or just come to the
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Leadership Through The 1980's

by Nancy A. Parker
exponent staff writer
"He who hesitates is lost."
That axiom is buried in
antiquity, but the philosophy
is perhaps more true today
that ever before. To be an
effective leader in today's
dynamic society, you cannot
hesitate. You must be able to
move with the changing
world.
"Leadership Trough the
1980's" was the topic of a
symposium sponsored by the
University of Alabama in
Huntsville chapter of Omicron
Delta Kappa Honorary
Society, held March 23 at
UAH.
The National ODK was
founded in 1914 and promotes
leadership.
"The ability to adapt to
changing situations is the key
to effective leadership," said
Clark Roundtree, vice
president of the local ODK, in
his introductory remarks.
Leaders in judicial,
business, media, government
and educational fields
throughout Alabama were on
the dais to give their thoughts
on leadership and its effects
during the present decade.
Madison County District
Judge Jeri Blankenshipspoke
about the serious problems of
the court systems and
solutions that can be effected
on the coming decade.
Blankenship cited a recent
poll that stated that "most
citizens view street crime as
the most serious of problems."
"They expect us to reduce it,
and the inability to do that is
one of the toughest problems
facing the jucial system," said
Blankenship.
She spoke
further about tougher
sentencing and the resulting
overcrowding of jails and
prisons.
Blankenship explained
different sentencing proce
dures, progress in rehabili
tation program and neighbor
hood justice centers.
In closing, she told the large
crowd gathered in the Music
Recital Hall in the UAH

RESUMES

Campus, "Alabama is rated
one in the nation in our
judicial system. People don't
know this.
I think they
should."
Joseph Moquin, president of
Teledyne Brown Engineering
of Huntsville, expressed
concern for all levels of people
in the business world.
"There are no good
UHIUKUN

o'clock news because of video
tape, that was impossible
when we used film.
"Ninety
percent of the newscasts in the
next 10 years will bo live,"
predicted Sexton. "Programmingng isthe key tothe fixture.
"We only survive by
changing," she continued.
"Die key isthat the viewer will
benefit from it Our viewers

)ELTA
KAPPA

definitions of management,"
he stated in his opening
comments.
The gist of Moquin's ideas
about business is its'
"responsibility to the stock
holders, employees, consumer
and the community."
He expressed a great
concern for the safety of
employees, their morale and
the quality fo productivity.
Reiterating the responsibility
of business, Moquin closed by
stating that business "must
stand firm
in the market
place."
Cindy Sexton, producer,
reporter and anchorperson of
WHNT, Channel 19 News in
Huntsville, echoed the
statements of Moquin.
"We have to be concerned for
our viewers.
We have to
maintain integrity in the
medium of television," said
Sexton, as she spoke of the
local station and its concern
for the community.
"It's incredible what has
changed over the past five
years. Video tape was not used
in the local market," she
explained. "A five o'clock
news story can be on the six

• LOW PRICES
• FAST SERVICE
• QUALITY COPIES

kinko's copies
Copies 54

Quality Discounts
Kinko's Copies
3014 University Drive
Huntsville Alabama 35805
534-6203

getting mora and
sophisticated.
"All three
stations here in Huntsville
give good quality television.
Competition lends to the fact
that each of usdo our best. Hie
viewers are aware that we do
our best We can't let up for
even one day. If we do, you
viewers will change channels.
"If you are considering this
field, look at the leaders who
are already there, leam about
the field, start out at the
bottom and work your way
up," Sexton advised in her
closing comments,
of State Donald Siegelman's
speech was in the same vein ad
his predecessors' on the
podium in indicating a
concern for the people. "A
politician livesand dies by the
public," he said.
Seigelman's m a i n concern
was for Alabama's election
process. He emphasized the
importance of registering and
voting.

"Our state constitution has
not been updated since 1901.
Since 1901, our philisophies
have changed, the times have
changed, but our laws have
not kept pace. "I think that
"I think that all have a
responsibility for good
government and I think we
can build a better Alabama,"
he predicted. "Regardless of
where your place is in the
scheme of things, you are still
beamed to sign the social
contract.
"I am seeing a
great awakening of a
participation in the overall
happening of our country," he
said. "I think that we all have
a responsibility for good
government and I think we
can build a better Alabama."
Mrs. Martha H. Simms,
member of the board of
trustees for the University of
Alabama system, and a UAH
alumnus, spoke on thecrisis of
education in Alabama. "The
most critical educational
problem is political. Of course,
the political side of it has been
encouraging, too," she
hastened to add. She pointed
out that the governor's
economic development task
force and the Council of 21's
dedicating themselves to
giving the future of Alabama's
education No. 1 priority are
two positive steps that are
being taken.
Alabama's
present educational system's
inability to meet the needs of
residents into the 21st century,
and the lack of adequate
educational funds were cited
by Simms as two serious and
urgent problems facing the
state today. Simms touched
upon the need for a better
understanding of math,
philosophy and history.
"Some may think those
courses are an extravagance,
but tomorrow's leaders need
training in logocal thinking.

And, a knowledge of foreign
languages is most necessary,"
she said.
She was very
critical of the "market
approach" to education.
Simms indicated that, under
this approach, universities
would become nothing more
than trade or technical
schools. As the symposium
came to an end with a
question-andanswer period, it
was quite clear that those in
the audience were also
concerned about a wellrounded education and the
leaders of tomorrow. 0

Job Info: Overseas, Cruise Ships,
Houston, Dallas, Alaska. >20,000 to
>60,000/yr possible. Call (805) 687-6000
Ext. J-1813 Call Refundable.

HELP
WANTED
Full or part time
help needed to
show customized
and personalized
handbags, lug
gage and acces
sories by Faye
Swafford Orig
inals, or earn free
gifts by hosting a
home showing for
full details call
Betty Frazier
881-1741.

YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN
OFFICER'S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMYNURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUCANBE.
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Kawanis Club Scholarship

, Parker
Parksr
by Nancy A.
exponent staff writer
A Kiwanis Club Scholarship
will be awarded on or before
May 1, 1983.
The amount of the award
shall be $500, or any other
amount as established by the
Board of Directors of the
Huntsville Kiwanis Club.
These scholarships are
awarded only to those people
who meet certain critiria. The
person receiving this

scholarshiD
resident
scholarship muflt
must be aa resident
of Madison County, Alabama.
Residents attending college
outside Madison County are
also eligible.
But, eligible persons must
also excel in scholarship.
Financial need shall not bea
criterion.
However, in the
event that two or more
candidates exhibit approxi
mately the same outstanding
characteristics in scholarship
and character, the award may

he made
mnHo to
te the
the one
one with
with the
the
be
greatest financial need.
The scholarship candidate
must be of exemplary
character.
The recipient of this award
must apply it to the study of
communications disabilities.
Communications disabilities
are disabilities related to
speech, hearing, or sight.

The recipient may chose to
study at any accredited

institution.

The Major Emphasis
Committee of the Huntsville
Kiwanis Club shall be
responsible for selecting the
winner.
High school
principals of Huntsville and
Madison County, Alabama,
will also be asked to make
recommendations.
College and university
students who apply must then
forward applications accom-

nied by a letter of
pan
recommendation from
their

Dean or other school official
having knowledge of their
scholastic record.
Selection shall be primarily
on the basis of scholastic
record. Interviews may be
held, but shall not be a
primary selection technique.
For more information,
contact the Financial Aid
Office, 895-6241.

SCI-TECH
BOOK SALE
%
65-90
OFF ORIGINAL
PUBLISHED PRICES
Come pick up a stack of high-level
scientific and technical books from
leading publishers. Our selection
ranges through numerous disciplines
including physics, chemistry, medicine,
mathematics, engineering, computers
and more. Your savings range
from a tremendous 65% to an
unbelievable 90%.

Sale begins
April 1

University Union Building
895-6600

The University
Of Alabama
In Huntsville
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Space And Rocket Center's - SPACE DOME
by Bill Savage
exponent staff writer

Huntsville.
The Spacedome is an
interesting attraction, unique
to the southeast region. It is
an adventure in state-of-theart cimena projection that
one should experience at least
once.

The newest attraction at
Huntaville's Space and Rocket
Center is a 67-foot (diameter)
movie theater called the
"Spacedome."
The Spacedome utilizes a
unique projection system, the
Omnimax rooling-loop
projector. This system is one
of 10 if its type in existence.
The projector, uses 70
millimeter film,
giving a
picture nine times larger than
the conventional 35 mm film
A 180-degree "fish-eye" lens
is used to project an image
onto a screen tilted 30 degrees
to surround the audience. The
effect achieved when viewing
a film in the theater is that one
is immersed into the
action...that one is where the
film takes him
Two films currently

Mpha Lamdba Delta
Honor Society

system similar to that in the
Spacedome was used.
Thress's most unique
experience with the system
occured there, where he
"dropped a 200-pound roll of
film" on one of his fingers.
It is remarkable to note that
there were over 60 financial
contributors to the Spacedome
including state and county as
including state and county, as
well as support from thecity of

Alpha Lambda Delta, a
freshman honor society, is
currently in the process of
notifying qualified freshmen
of their eligibility for member
ship.
In the past, the
unintentional overlooking of
eligible people has always
been inescapable.
So, if you are a freshman
and have earned a 2.5 gradepoint average during one
quarter and happen to get
overlooked, or if you made this
grade point average one
quarter when you were a
freshman and got overlooked,
let us know.
To do so, drop a note at the
English Department office by
April 5 with your name,
address, phone number and
the quarter you qualified;
please address it to Dr. P.E.
Davis.

MARCH

^Campus Paperback Bestsellers^
1. Items from our Catalogue, by Alfred Gingold
(Avon. 54.95.) Spoof of the L. L. Bean catalogue.
2. A Few Minutes With Andy Rooney, by Andy Rooney.
(Warner, $2.95.) Humorous essays by the TV personality.

"Hail Columbia," a film about
the first launch of the Space
Shuttle, and "To Fly!" a
Jeeps, Cars, Pickups
from $35. Available at local Gov't
Auctions. For Directory call
805-687-6000 Ext. 1813 Call refun.

••••

history of man's will tofly that
has been showing at the
Smithsonian Institute in
Washington, D.C. since 1976.
Both films are enjoyable, if not
for content, for the fact that
one actually "experiences" the
film.
The Omnimax projection
system was designed by the

Imax Corporation in Toronto,
Canada.
Canada. According to Dick
Threes, assistant projection
ist at the Spacedome, the
Omnimax projector is "the
best system you can find."
Threes was first trained on
the projection system at the
World's Fair in Knoxville, a

PFM Food Service
FREE Coffee
with Breakfast Special

2 EGGS
GRITS
Toast and Jelly
Small Coffee
++ Oc
9 l.<N

3. When Bad Things Happen to Good People, by Harold
Kushner. (Avon, $3.50.) Comforting thoughts from a rabbi.
4. The Restaurant at the End of the Universe, by Douglas
Adams. (Pocket, $2.95.) Successor to "Hitchhikers Guide."
5. Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy, by Douglas Adams.
(Pocket. $2.95.) Companion to the PBS TV series.
6. A Mother and Two Daughters, by Gail Godwin. (Avon,
$3.95.) A death in the family creates a crisis.
7. Sophie's Choice, by William Styron. (Bantam. $3.95.) The
nature of evil seen through the livesof two doomed lovers.
8. The Dean's December, by Saul Bellow. (Pocket $3.95 .)
The latest novel by the winner of the Nobel prize.
9. Love, by Leo Buscaglia. (Fawcett, $3.50.) Inspiration
from a Southern California professor
10. Real ^flen Don't Eat Quiche, by Bruce Feirstein.
(Pocket, $3.95.) A hilarious guide to masculinity.

t

1 0 % OFF

fj

Any regular priced menu
item with UAH Student I.D.

J!

f
g ANYTIME!
jf

15

atMandos on Jcdan Lane
^

1
31

^

rSew&Recommended

^

The Kennedy Imprisonment, by Garry Wills. (Pocket, $3.95.)
America's most fascinating family revealed as never before
How to find work, by Jonathan Price. (Signet/NAL, $3.50.)
The step-by-step guide to landing the job you want-whether
you're just out of school or re-entering the work force.
Dinner at the Homesick Restaurant, by Anne Tyler.
(Berkley, $3.50.) Three children caught in the toils of their
parent's past.
ASSOCIATION Of AMCRICAN PUBUSMIRS'NAtlONAl ASSOCIATION Of COLLEGE STOUTS

This Weekend The SGA Rim Series Presents

STAR TREK TL

THE WRATH
OF
KHAN
March 31, April 1 & 2

Thursday 8:15 pm Friday 7 & 9:30 pm Saturday 7 & 9:30 pm
UAH Students Admitted FREE. Other Students: 1.00. Geneml Public: 1.50

And land you a $125 module, free.
computer was chosen

The HP-41 is an extraordinarily
powerful handheld computer all by
itself. When combined with peri
pherals, it becomes the heart of a
complete personal computing system.
Both the HP-41C and the
HP-41CV (with a larger resident
memory) have recently been reduced

To get your free module, send
dated, original proof-of-purchase,
and the coupon available at your HP
dealer to: Hewlett-Packard Co., Dept
CHOICE-400,1000 N.E. Circle
Blvd., Corvallis, Oregon 97330.

•

And until April 30,
it can land you any one of five
modules absolutely free.
Here's the offer:
Buy ihc HP-41C/CV or
any of these peripherals:
HP-IL Digital Cassette
Drive was $550 now $450*
HP-IL Thermal Printer/
Plotter was $495 now $450*
HP-IL Video Interface
was $295 now $225*
HP-41 Card Reader
HP-41 Thermal Printer/
Plotter
HP-41 Wand

Get any one of these
modules absolutely free:
HP-II. (Interface Module)
$125*
Quad Memory $75*
Extended Functions
(Program Enhancement
Functions) $75*
Extended Memory
(Up to 1.7K bytes) $75*
Time (Stopwatch, Alarm,
Appointments, Control) $75*

S275? respectively.
Peripherals have also been
reduced.
So now is really a good
time to land your HP-41.
And your free module
with it.

•Suggested list prices. May vary outside U.S.
Oiler good on HP-4IC. III'IIC V. and peripherals purchased I cb. 1st through April tilth him

University Union Buildinj
895-6600
Whp% HEWLETT
PACKARD

Film

Maker's Co-op Huntsville Chamber Music Guild
Presents Davis String Quartet

Upcoming shows at the
Alabama Film-Makers Co-op
include: "Birth of a Nation,"
April 1; "Clowns," April 8; and
"Sleeper," April 15 at the Arts
Center, 200 White St.
The three directors of these
great films are honored this
month at the film co-op: D.W.
Griffith, who gave us an
American classic; Federico
Fellini, from the foreign scene
and Woody Allen who is fast
creating the new American
classic.
"Birth of a Nation," the
grand spectacle of Reconstruc
tion South, elevated cimena to
art-form status. It has been
showered with critical
acclaim since its original
release in 1915.
Griffith's
direction was never better. He
developed or refined many
techniques such as the closeup, cross-cutting, rapid editing
and impressionistic lighting.
The story focuses on the
interaction between two
families, one Northern and
one Southern, showing the
heartbreak of the Civil War in
personal as well as idealogical

terms. 1he him is accompan
ied by a musical and soundeffects score.
In "Clowns," Fellini
flamboyantly
explores his
fascinations with the circus
clown as a source of imagery,
passion, melodrama, comedy
and pathos. It is a film that
examines both the world
of the circus and the circus of
the world-a gorgeous riddle!
"Sleeper," written and
directed by and starring
Woody Allen, is hilarious. In
his movies Allen turns his wit
toward the future and, while
creating a totally unique
version of what lies ahead,
manages to throw some sharp
blows at our society today.
Woody plays Miles Monroe, a
health food proprietor who
goes into the hospital in 1973
for an ulcer and wakes up 200
years later. Also included in
the cast are Diane Keaton and
John Beck.
All films begin at 8 p.m. For
more information, call the
Film Co-op at 534-347. See
you at the movies!

Stephens MusicCompany and
from members of the
Huntsville Youth Orchestra.
General Admission $4;
Students, Senior Citizens and
HCMG season ticket holders,
$2.

of Alabama Toastmasters,
announced that the organiza
tional meeting will be
conducted by Huntsville area
Toastmasters.
"Toastmasters is a terrific
way to gain valuable skills
that can benefit a person in
his or her career," Hychesaid.
"And the cost of membership
is nominal."
Hyche said all interested
persons are welcome to attend
the organizational meeting.
Reservations are not required.
For more information, contact
a Huntsville area Toastinaster
at one of the following
numbers: 837-5913, 852-0917
or 539-3291.
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CALENDAR

Library CtaM**,
1860 - Pony Express
inaugurated
1924 - Marton Brando
born ;||
1
1924 - Dods J?# bom
Easter

1849 -Safety Pin invented
1B2S - Martha «nd
Johnathon Kent sdopt
Kal-EI and rename him

(" Block on White, Camera Ready Copy)
7:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday

JAZZ
ALIVE

AMERICAN MU
SIC SAMPLER

1924 -Sarah Vaughn born

3228 Bob Wallace Avenue
Huntsville, Alabama 35805

*ADI0
INDEMACH

SOUND OF
SWING

Sunday

Offering 1 DAY SERVICE-

SCIENCE
MUSIC OF
ITALIAN M'

Monday

CALENDAR

Tuesday

Wednesday

1960 - Ml 81- Helens
erupts in Washington
1979 - Three Mile Island
overheats
1614 - Ed Mlilisk Ie born

8.15|Harlan Ellison
: short!:1: fiction
author,
presented by th# SGA
Symposium and Lec
ture Series - UUB
1619 - Pearl Bailey born

1853 - Vincent Van Gogh
born
1937- Warren Beatty bom

1969 - Star Trek TV series
cancelled

1900 - Spencer Tracy
born
2348 BC - Noah's Ark
grounded at Mt. Ararat

Deadline to complete
"imdOtliptete" grades
from Winter Term
742 - Charlemagne born
1866 - Butch Cassidy
born

1:30 am - Opening at Art

««|#

19141- Napoleon ban
ished to Elba::

18M - TlnyTlmbom

1906- EudonsWbtty bom
mm Elephant

CALENDAR

Thursday
9:00 am - UAH Student
...AAwric Recital • NC HB
6:00 pit) - Closing .Alt
Gallery Traveling
Works onffpaper
; Exhibition
8:15 pm-SGA Fill Series
presents STAR TREK II

8:15pm-SGAFilm Series
Presents "Cassablanca"
1939 - Francis Ford
Coppola bom

8:151! SGA Film Series
Presents "The Blues
Brothers" - UB
8:15 - University Play
house presents "VanitleS* - VBCC-P

Friday
1883 - Lon Chaney born
- Great Cheese
Scandal

1954

7 A 9:30 pm - SGA Film
Series Presents "CassabtaMC
7-9 pm - Reception Art
Gallery Ex h I b111 on:
Sculpture by Tldwell and
Sculpture by Tldwell
and Computer Gra
phics by Johnson —
UAG
Last day to order
commencement invitrtfon note cents - BN
7 as 9:30 pm - SGA Film
Series Presents -The
Blues Brothers"
8:l6fm-diversity Play
house preiSSBi1 "Vsnltles" - VBCC-P

Saturday
7 and 9:30 - SGA Film
Series Presents STAR
TREK II - UB
Library Closed
1725 - Cassanova born

7:00 pm - SGA Film Series
Presents "Cassa
blanca" - UB
9:30 pm - SGA Cabaret
Presents
Manhattan
Rhythm Kings - UB

7 & 9:30 pm - SGA Film
Serfs* Pre»pii:iirrhe
Blues BrolhSrs" »
house

Dan Fogelberg In Concert
Dan Fogelberg comes to the
Von Braun Civic Center, as
part of his 1983 Tour, on
Friday, April 8, for one 8 p.m.
show.

This performance will mark
Fogelberg's first-ever
Huntsville concert. It will feature
him in an acoustical setting,
with the artist accompanying
himself on both guitar and
piano.
Fogelberg recently released
his "Greatest Hits" 1 p, which
showcases his tremendous
ability as a songwriter and
performer. Material forthis lp
was drawn from
his five
platinum and two gold albums
and includes such hits as
"Longer," "Hard To Say,"
"Leader Of The Band" and
"Same Ole Lang Syne."

Monday, March 21 at the Von
Braun Civic Center Box
Office, Belk Hudson's
(Haysland Square) and Sears
(Decatur). For mail orders.

Wednesday, March 30, 1983, exponent 15

Campus Ministry Association
Plans Upcoming Events

The Campus Ministry
Association is making plans
for several upcoming pro
grams open to the University
community. The association
is helping the HuntsvilleVanderbilt Study Forum
sponsor its Spring Lecture
Series, "Living This Side of
the Promised Land: Help form
Theology and Psychology."
The series will feature lecturer
Peggy Way, pastoral theolo
gian, minister and nationally
known speaker and author in
pastoral care. Dr. Way will
discuss the themes of grace
and judgment in human
experience. The lectures will
occur on consecutive Monday
nights from 7 to 9 p.m., April 4May 16 at First Christian
send a self-addressed/stamp
Church.
ed envelope to:
Dan
Fogelberg, Von Braun Civic
CMA began hosting
Center, 700 Monroe Street, monthly campus-wide lunch
Huntsville, Ala. 35801. Add eons this fall (specifically on
50C handling charge per order. the second Tuesday of each
For phone charges on month) for the purpose of
MasterCard or VISA, call 533- enhancing community life for
1953.

Ity, suui and students.
The first
luncheon for this
quarter will occur Tuesday,
April 12, at 12:15 at Trinity
Presbyterian Chuch (east of
On—Campus Housing on
Holmes) with a $1 donation
requested.
Campus Ministry's Wed
nesday night ministry to the
Housing Community conti
nues, now meeting in the new
office, Building 606 D of OnCampufl Housing from 7:30-9
p.m.
These are informal

gathering with refreshments,
fellowship and varying topics
for discussion. All students
are welcome.
Finally, CMA is working
with the SGA Symposium and
Lecture Series to co-sponsor a
Spring symposium on a topic
related to religion and society.
This will occur in late April or
early May.
For more information on
any of these events, call CMA
at 837-2483.

Facing
An Uncertain
Future?

Tickets ($12.50 and $10.50
reserved) went on sale

Psi Chi
Honor Society
Guest Speaker
Dr. Paul Overman of the
American Institute of
Psychotherapy will be the
quest speaker at the upcoming
meeting of the Psi Chi
Psychology Honor Society.
AIP is a "freestanding"
School of Professional
Psychology in Huntsville,
authorized by the state to
grant the Doctor of Psycholo
gy Degree.
Dr. Overman will provide
general information about the
school and address the issue of
training clinical psycholo
gists, using the practitioner
model versus the academic
research model.
All interested persons are
encouraged to attend. The
meeting will be held at 8:30
p.m. on Thursday, March 31,
in Room 204 of the UAH
Student Union. Refreshments
will be served.

Mercie Bryson
Hairstylist
Corner of Jordan
Lane and Holmes
Avenue
for appointment call 837-8772
Good for month of February
By Appointment Only

P ermanent

w/cut and style

*33

Are you graduating with a degree in
mathematics, physics, chemistry, or a
related field and finding the job market
not to your liking? Or perhaps your
degree is in business, computer science,
or engineering, and you want to get the
jump on your classmates? A graduate
degree in applied statistics or manage
ment science from The University of
Alabama might be just what you need.
The job market for our graduates is
spectacular now and getting better each
year.
If you would like more information
about these programs, fill out the
coupon below, and mail it to:
Chairman
Management Science and Statistics
Department
The University of Alabama
Graduate School of Business
P.O. Box J
University, AL 35486
Name

other hairstylists will not honor this ad.

Address

Haircut with Shampoo
$5.00 other hairstylists will not
...

.

w:th this coupon

honor this ad.

City. State, Z i p _ _

Telephone
University .

Major

QI'A

AIVIPEX
T-120 2-4-6 hour
VHS video cassette
Super price breakthrough on T-1 20's!
These quality Ampex tapes record for
2 hours in SP. 4 hours in LP and 6
hours in SP, 4 hours in LP and 6 hours
in SLP speeds. They offer excellent
color with uniform signal output due to
an exclusive oxide formula. Stock up
today and save!

TS-200 compact
one-piece telephone
So inexpensive you can afford to have
a phone in every room! Super com
pact design enables all telephone
functions, including the ringer, to be
located in the handset. Pushbutton
dialer will work on rotary or tone dial
systems and features memory redial
of last number dialed Complete with 8
foot modular cord and wall holster.
Easy installation.

jk^vrNC%

* SWP means
Stereo Warehouse
Price the lowest price
on quality equipment

Model 64
personal computer r
at great savings!

—

19.95

f

SWP List 29.95

RC-S55 portable
<
AM/SW/FM stereo
l^jliF |~
radio/cassette recorder^-——JJJfEEEEEEE

—

Commodore's latest personal computer now features 64K of
RAM at unheard of low cost! Its large memory capacity
enables a wide range of advanced programming from helping
with classwork problems to brilliant video games Full size
typewriter keyboard with built in BASIC language. Superb col
or graphics with music synthesizer for dramatic programs
Compatible with VIC-20 add-on accessories for even qreater
capability.

SWP

Detach the stereo cassette recorder from the RC-S55 and you
have a walk-about personal stereo, complete with lightweight
headphones. Snapped back into the main unit it becomes a
great sounding portable stereo with twin full range speakers
and multiband radio featuring AM, FM and shortwave. Plus
you can make tapes off the air or live from twin, built-in mics

159.95

SWP List 250.00

PIONEER TS-106
4" car stereo speakers
Great sounding car speakers that can
be mounted in the doors or rear deck
They feature 7 oz. magnets and will
handle 20 watts of power

29.95 pr. SWP

List 44.95

FTV-88 AM/FM
stereo cassette
player with auto-reverse

PIONEER TS-69?
6" x 9" dual
cone car speakers

List 59.95

RM05 wide response
magnetic phono cartridge
Special purchase! This magnetic
phono cartridge offers excellent
15-22.000 Hz frequency response
and tracks at 1 V, to 2'/> grams Great
buy'

19.95

* STEREO
WAREHOUSE

SWP List 60.00

f I

Fantastic saving on a great performing musical companion for
your car! The FTV-88 has many advanced features including
full auto-reverse with locking fast forward/rewind and
Automatic Music Search Select system. Sensitive AM/FM
stereo radio features pushbutton tuning with stereo/mono
switch for maximum convenience and reception as you drive
A super value!

Perfect for large cars, the TS-692's.
dual cone design provides excellent
music reproduction They feature 20
oz magnets and will handle 20 watts

39.95 pr. SWP

L"

30 capacity
cassette storage case
Only 3%" thick, and will fit under the
seats of most cars Aluminum valance
keeps out dusts, moisture Holds 30
tapes in individual hard boxes.

8.95 each

SWP List 15.00

FeCr bias
C-90 cassettes
These metal tapes provide excellent
music reproduction yet cost less!
Record for up to 90 minutes total
time, both sides For all recorders
with FeCr bias and equalization

SWP

Record
JpF
care system

v!

Features specially designed brush
with port for filling with cleaning fluid
(supplied) A great way to keep your
old and new records in top shape1

9.95

SWP List 15.00

Stereo Warehouse accepts
VISA, Master Card &
American Express

•North Memorial Parkway next to Handy City«Open Mon. thru Sat. 10 AM 'til 8 PM

